
Plague Inc.

**About Plague Inc**

Plague Inc. is a strategic simulation game. Players have to try to develop an ultimate pathogen to

cause a fatal global plague. 

In Plague.inc you have to develop a fatal and dangerous pathogen and infect the whole world.

Develop the ultimate pathogen, spread it quickly and try to cause a global plague. You also have to

try to survive the mankind’s defensive measures e.g. drugs. Choose out of twelve different types

of diseases and develop the pathogens in order that they can easily infect more than 50 countries.

**Plague Inc. – how does it work?**

-	Infect the world: Plague Inc. is a highly praised and thoughtful simulation game which requires a

high degree of strategic thinking. In this innovative game it’s your main task to develop a fatal

pathogen and infect the whole world with it. Develop your pathogen’s symptoms and try to infect

more than 50 countries as fast as possible. Since humanity tries to fight the global plague, you

have to survive their defensive measures like drugs. 

-	12 different types of diseases: In Plague Inc. you can choose between twelve different types of

diseases which have different characteristics and require different strategies. You can e.g. choose

between a bacterium, a virus, a fungus, a parasite, a bioweapon etc. 

-	Highly praised user interface and graphic: Plague Inc. is highly praised by many critics due to its

thoughtful user interface and brilliant retina graphic. The game also convinces with its detailed

and realistic world so that playing is even more fun. 

-	Expansion updates: Plague Inc. offers you regularly special expansion updates which contain

new pathogens and symptoms. Because of that, you can also use the so called Neurax Worm

which controls the thoughts of the infected people or the Necroa Virus which produces zombies.

Your creativity has no limits and you always get new possibilities to create the ultimate plague. 

Conclusion: Plague Inc. is an innovative simulation game which is alarming realistic. In order to

reach the goal of the game, the development of a fatal global plague, strategic thinking is required.

Develop your pathogens and symptoms and try to infect more than 50 countries with your plague.


